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PREFACE

This report presents the conclusions of the Distributed Warfare
Simulation project conducted during 1987 and 1988 for the
Information Science and Technology Office of the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), in RAND's National Defense
Research Institute (NDRI). The NDRI is a federally funded research
and development center sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense and the Joint Staff. The project examined the prospects for
distributed warfare simulation and the technical challenges that
must be met if these prospects are to be realized.

The project conducted a Workshop on Distributed Warfare
Simulation, October 27-29, 1987, at RAND in Santa Monica. The
workshop was jointly sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency and the Defense Communications Agency. The
workshop was attended by 85 participants from the armed forces, the
Department of Defense, academia, and industry. This report reflects
conclusions drawn from that workshop as well as from other sources,
and has been updated to reflect developments in distributed warfare
simulation between 1988 and 1991.
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SUMMARY

This report discusses the opportunities and technical options associ-
ated with the use of distributed computer simulation to support
wargaming (including its use for training) and analytic studies.
Primary interest here is on the geographical distribution of players
and other personnel; however, support for distributing access neces-
sarily involves other aspects of distribution such as distributed com-
putation and distributed databases.

Potential long-term benefits that could accrue from a fully developed
capability for distributed warfare simulation include:

"* Player participation in games at wartime locations or without
leaving players' operational stations,

"* Greater access to gaming for various special training audiences
such as senior commanders, reservists, and foreign nationals,

"* Promotion of interagency coordination via joint development of and
participation in distributed games,

"* Test and evaluation of command, control, and communications sys-
tems as part of games played using operational equipment,

"* Support for games covering wide geographic and functional areas,

"• Easier utilization of human players as part of analytic exercises for
studies of weapon system effectiveness or operational art,

"* More frequent as well as more elaborate games,

"* Improved utilization of various resources such as models, data-
bases, and computers,

"* Promotion of the exchange of models among developers and users,
and

"* Support for the process of model construction.

Whereas the list of potential benefits is striking, there are significant
technical obstacles that must be confronted if distributed warfare
simulation is to realize its potential. Developing a capability for dis-
tributed warfare simulation (DWS) providing all these potential bene-
fits would require:

"* Distributed communications facilities with adequate bandwidth,

"* Software infrastructure to support distributed databases,
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- Software infrastructure to support distributed processing,

* Software engineering techniques to ensure model correctness and
maintainability in a distributed environment,

* Standard wargaming communication protocols, data dictionaries,
and submodel interfaces to promote model interoperability, and

* Advances in combat modeling to provide improved model content,
improved means for understanding model behavior, and better vis-
ualization of model outputs.

The challenges in this list range in difficulty. Some may be met by
adapting off-the-shelf technology, whereas others cannot be resolved
at present and require basic research. Existing DWS systems benefit
from the geographic distribution of players in wargames but in com-
parison with long-term possibilities will:

"* Suffer from problems with the quality of models,

"* Be much less flexible in the types of games supported,

"* Be brittle and difficult to maintain,

"* Not support model interchange or the process of model construc-
tion, and

"* Be more expensive on a per-application basis.

Thus, it is important to distinguish technical problems central to
promoting current approaches to distributed gaming (which will be
referred to as near-term issues) from deferred or neglected problems
that will need to be confronted eventually if distributed warfare simu-
lation is to achieve its greatest potential (long-term issues). Near-
term problems are those associated with providing access to existing
gaming facilities and are primarily driven by hardware needs and up-
grades to current systems. Long-term problems are associated with
creating a shared infrastructure to support a wide range of uses and
are dominated by software engineering and simulation modeling is-
sues.

Economic and bureaucratic factors tend to focus attention on near-
term problems. However, if capital investment in near-term projects is
to contribute to the evolutionarv creation of a general capability for
distributed simulation, then near-term enhancements must be congru-
ent with eventual system requirements. Poor design features of exist-
ing systems must not be locked in because of sunk costs. Efforts to
identify characteristics of ultimate target systems and research into
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fundamental problems should be pursued concurrently with near-
term development.

Without adequate support software, systems that distribute compu-
tations and data will be much more difficult to build and maintain.
In addition to improvements in software infrastructure, advanced
DWS systems will require standards for distributed development and
modeling must be improved. Problems associated with varying levels
of aggregation are particularly critical in this regard.

Distributed games have important liabilities compared with central-
ized games, particularly in regard to the informal communication
available in face-to-face encounters. Additionally, distributed warfare
simulation has significant associated costs whose impact on a per-
application basis will depend upon the frequency and diversity of dis-
tributed gaming. Frequent gaming allows infrastructure costs to be
amortized across many games, which allows per game costs to become
arbitrarily low. Distributed gaming is most advantageous when it
can provide additional capability.

Long-term problems in distributed simulation overlap problems
needing solution to improve the quality of warfare simulations in
general. Thus, DWS is best viewpd not merely as a singular technol-
ogy, but rather as one component of a wider range of applications that
could benefit from the solution of a core set of technological chal-
lenges. It is possible that DWS can serve as a driver for addressing
problems that also merit attention in the larger context.

The overall approach to DWS development should be incremental.
Activities that should be undertaken in the pursuit of creating a gen-
eral capability for distributed warfare simulation fall into the follow-
ing general classes:

"* Developing specifications and high-level designs for desired future
systems,

"* Creating distributed wargaming systems based on current facilities
to support near-term applications and assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of the resulting systems,

"* Initiating development of prototype distributed warfare simulation
systems and testbeds to support medium-term applications,

"* Supporting research into advanced features for incorporation into
long-term systems, and

"* Supporting various combat modeling community building activi-
ties.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dramatic improvements in the capabilities of telecommunications
networks and computing machinery are combining to allow the easy
exchange of voice, pictures, and data between locations anywhere in
the world. This internetting of the globe is radically diminishing the
importance of geography for a wide range of human activities (Builder
and Bankes, 1990; Bankes et al., forthcoming). Distributed warfare
simulation (DWS) combines telecommunications with combat simula-
tion to provide a geographically distributed audience access to war-
fare simulation. By allowing geographically distributed users to si-
multaneously share a single simulated world, advanced forms of DWS
could in effect create a virtual reality that could be used for a variety
of ends. However, determining the appropriate role for this technol-
ogy and designing the eventual system both require careful evalua-
tion of the needs of the defense community and the characteristics of
the technology. In this report, I describe both the potential benefits-
for training, readiness, interoperability, planning, and decisionmak-
ing-and the significant technical challenges of DWS.

Simulations of warfare have found a variety of uses:

"* Decision support,

"* Studies in military science,

* Operational and strategic planning,

* Command post exercises,

* Procedural training, and

* Weapons system evaluation.

For example, when a simulation is embedded in a mock-up of the con-
trols for a complex system (such as an airplane cockpit), the result is
a simulator that can be used for training with lower risk and reduced
expense.

Early discussions of DWS emphasized its use for training and exer-
cises (Lyons and Cushman, 1987). In the later half of the 1980s, nu-
merous experiments in the use of DWS for training were conducted.
Notable pioneering examples include the Warrior Preparation
Center's use of distributed simulation facilities to support command
post exercises for corps commanders (Rehmus, 1987) and distributed
exercises run for the Battlefield Commander's Training Program and
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Joint Warfare Center using the Corps Battle Simulation (CBS) model
(Kahan et al., 1989).

The most technologically advanced large-scale experiment to date was
the SIMNET project conducted by the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) in partnership with the United States
Army. Begun in 1983, the SIMNET project's goal was to develop a
large-scale network of interacting combat simulators. The initial plan
was to allow tank crews at a simulator training facility to conduct
simuinted tank-on-tank engagements; later, SIMNET was extended
for training of selected aspects of combined arms [tanks and armored
personnel carriers (APCs), fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft],
gaming at a higher level using programs called "semi-automated
forces" to dictate the actions of individual vehicles based on aggregate
commands, and geographically distributed gaming over long-haul
communications networks.

The SIMNET project has been assigned to the Army, but DARPA con-
tinues to pursue extensions as part of the Advanced Distributed
Simulation Technology Program. Among DARPA's goals is a "seam-
less" universal system for training in all combined arms and joint
warfighting skills, a command planning and doctrine development
facility, and a testbed for the evaluation of advanced weapons
systems before they are built.

It is not certain that the goal of a "seamless" simulation serving a
wide range of users can be practically achieved. Nonetheless, the
technical capability to allow distributed communities of users to in-
teract through a simulated virtual world opens a plethora of potential
uses, while posing some significant technical challenges. In the re-
mainder of this report, the promises and challenges of DWS will be
examined in greater detil. Section 2 discusses at length the reasons
why distribution is desirable and the range of applications that ad-
vanced distributed simulation systems could uniquely serve. Section
3 examines the required technologies and indicates technical chal-
lenges that mnst be met before particular capabilities can be pro-
vided. Section 4 draws conclusions for both technical implementation
and management of future system development.



2. THE 1ROMISE OF DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION

The potential benefits of DWS can be viewed from two perspectives:
as a means for providing wargames and simulations to a wider audi-
ence, or as a novel communications medium that creates radical new
options for exploiting warfare simulation.

The promises inherent in the first and more conservative view are not
insignificant. Building simulations and using them to support war-
gaming and analysis are expensive and important enterprises. The
requirement that all components of a wargame or analysis be
collocated limits system availability, increases costs for travel and
housing, lowers the quality of some applications, and makes other po-
tential applications infeasible. DWS relaxes this requirement and
hence can provide substantial improvements in costs and system uti-
lization.

The most significant value for DWS will come not from cost savings
but from benefits resulting from being able to use warfare simulation
for new purposes. In facilitating the creation of a virtual reality,
DWS could bring about a revolutionary change in the ways the mili-
tary does its job, both in peacetime and in wartime.

IMPROVING RESOURCE UTILIZATION

The components that make up a simulation fall into three classes:
human resources, physical resources, and computer software.

Human resources. Many individuals with a variety of skills may
be involved in the creation and use of warfare simulations. This is
especially true for simulation to support wargaming, when the
classes of "users" may include programmers, modelers, analysts,
players, controllers,' and spectators. The requirement that all of
these individuals be physically present at the gaming facility
makes gaming expensive and limits both the frequency of games
and the kinds of games that are feasible. Distributed wargaming
can provide for much wider participation in wargames, thus in-
creasing both the frequency of games that can be conducted and
expanding the potential audience. Distributed simulation is thus a

'"Controller" is a general term used here for any person who interacts with the
game but is not a member of the training audience. Thus, controllers may include both
response cell personnel and white team players.
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technology that can multiply the effectiveness of wargaming for
training. The use of wargaming for analysis could also be en-
hanced by allowing multiple geographically distributed analysts to
simultaneoasly view the same simulation.

"Physical resources. Computer installations with high-speed ma-
chines, high-capacity data storage facilities, or other unusual
equipment are too expensive to be placed at every location where
they might be of use. Simulation models often consume large
amounts of computer time and memory and require very fast ma-
chines if they are to be executed in reasonable time. Distributed
access to special computer facilities is desirable so that a wider
range of users can benefit. For example, the Warrior Preparation
Center and the Naval Wargaming Center are unique facilities
whose utilization could be greatly increased through the use of dis-
tributed simulation.

" Computer software. Simulations are built from various software
components, including models, databases, human interfaces, stan-
dard scenarios, outputs from previous model runs, and assorted
support software. Software can be exchanged among facilities
through use of transportable media such as floppy disks or mag-
netic tape. However, distributed access to software through tele-
communications provides advantages such as instant widespread
availability of up-to-date versions, ease of version coordination of
software used at different locations, on-line support, and earlier
availability of preliminary software for review by geographically
distributed experts.

IMPROVING INTERAGENCY COORDINATION

Distributed simulation is a novel communications technology that
could allow individuals in separate locations to interact via the vir-
tual world being simulated. This novel medium could help coordinate
individuals or communities where conventional means might not suf-
fice. There are many groups whose efforts suffer from lack of mutual
understanding, communications, and cooperation. Joint wargaming
facilitated by distributed simulation can improve this situation in
several ways:

"• Players can observe each other play and develop improved insights
about how other entities might conduct themselves in a war;

"* Coordination problems can be uncovered through gaming;
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"* Communication outside the game can be facilitated by the gaming
experience;

2

"* Insights into other approaches to warfighting may be gained by ex-
posure to models embodying those as assumptions. This exposure
could come from playing a game based on such a model or from the
process of interfacing models created by the several communities.

All of these benefits can occur from centralized gaming. However,
costs of transportation to a centralized facility or the length of time
that senior players would be away from their commands may pre-
clude or limit centralized gaming. Thus, distributed wargaming can
contribute by facilitating interaction through gaming of organizations
or communities that might otherwise seldom be able to game to-
gether. Distributed wargaming could improve communication and
coordination:

"* Between the services,

"* Among the allies,

"* Between active duty and reserve components, and

"* Between educational, research, and operational communities.

FACILITATING NEW APPLICATIONS

Distributed warfare simulation could make new applications possible
and permit new uses for existing facilities. In this subsection, the fol-
lowing ideas are discussed: continuous training through distributed
gaming, gaming at operational stations, wide-area wargames, improv-
ing coordination and interoperability through DWS, DWS for combat
modeling, facilitating wider access to computing facilities, DWS for
advanced command, control, and communications (C3) and dis-
tributed decision support, and possible future innovations.

Continuous Training Through Distributed Gaming

In a distributed wargame, the players would not need to leave their
stations and travel to a central facility but could play from their home
installations. If such a capability existed, it would be practical to

2Such collegial interaction will be less pronounced than in centralized gaming
where the players can meet face to face. However, telephone calls or video
teleconferencing can provide a forum for discussion of issues that arise during a game.
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conduct more frequent as well as more elaborate games.3 This is of
benefit not only because practice makes perfect, but also because
when there are many exercises, some of them can explore unusual or
particularly challenging scenarios, which is not feasible when the ex-
ercises are held only occasionally. In this regard, wargaming for
training could begin to be used as flight simulators are: trainees
could be stressed with unexpected breakdowns and emergencies in
order to promote creative problem solving and adaptability. When
games are infrequently held there is a strong tendency to run the
standard scenarios, both because they are the best-estimate cases and
to avoid morale problems due to "unfair" games.

With DWS, exercises could last weeks or months, allowing the inclu-
sion of slow processes (such as strategic lift) that have no impact in
most current short exercises. Such exercises would require that
games be designed to be played at the same time normal duties are
being carried out, because games with durations of weeks and months
could never be held if the personnel involved were unavailable for
their regular duties during this time. Similarly, the difficulty in free-
ing senior commanders from their normal duties represents an enor-
mous barrier to the general use of wargaming for senior players.
Distributed wargaming can allow greater participation of senior
command decisionmakers. This is especially true since senior deci-
sions during long games tend to be infrequent. Senior commanders
could participate for a few hours per day and still attend to many of
their normal duties.

For many training purposes, a one-to-one ratio of game time to real
time may seldom be ideal. However, continuous training would allow
this ratio to be tuned to the needs of the training audience, free of
constraints of audience availability.

Gaming at Operational Stations

Distributed simulation makes it possible for players to play from their
operational stations using the same facilities they would in an actual
war. This can be important for procedural training and for the
detection of problems that otherwise might not be noticed until the
middle of a crisis or wartime (for example, see detecting C3 interop-
erability problems, below).

3 The special benefits that accrue from face-to-face interaction will probably mean
that centralized gaming will continue, even in an environment in which frequent
distributed wargames were being conducted. Thus, distributed gaming should not be
viewed primarily as a means for reducing costs but rather as a source of novel benefits.
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Wide-Area Wargames

Distributed wargaming can allow games to be staged covering wide
geographic areas that would otherwise be impossible because of the
expense and disruption of transporting all of the players to a central
location. For example, distributed gaming can facilitate the partici-
pation of the real commands in theaterwide or even global war-
games.

4

Improving Coordination and Interoperability Through DWS

Coordinating operations among the various branches of the armed
services is a difficult problem but is critical to the success of many as-
pects of modem warfare. Cross-service wargaming can bring poten-
tial coordination problems to light and provide a framework for the
exercise, development, and refinement of coordinated plans. Dis-
tributed wargaming can facilitate wargaming among the services by
allowing the players to play from home stations.

Even greater coordination and interoperability problems arise in al-
lied operations. Distributed wargaming allows games with allies in
which players of other nationalities do not need to come to a U.S. fa-
cility to participate. Distributed wargaming overcomes various
parochial barriers to gaming with allied powers by facilitating truly
multinational games. For a game to occur, the participants must
agree upon the game assumptions, which may not be easy with some
of our allies. Although distributed gaming does not offer assistance in
overcoming this barrier, it may serve to emphasize the question.
There are those who will argue that forcing conversations on difficult
topics may be one of distributed gaming's most important contribu-
tions.

Various problems in the command, control, and communications sys-
tem could be detected and solved by means of games that players play
from their operational locations. This would require play in which
players use operational equipment, including communications de-
vices. The system could be subjected to a more realistic load through
an interactive wargame than is possible through scripted exercises or

4Games conducted over areas with large differences in time zones may require novel
styles of gaming in which play is not simultaneous. Where direct interactions are not
possible, loosely coupled subgames can provide joint context and reveal coordination
problems in the use of shared resources such as strategic lift.
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tests.5 Communications interoperability problems, capacity short-
falls, and other C3 problems that might appear only in realistic situa-
tions could be exposed by games in which the players must communi-
cate over the same equipment they would use in wartime 6 (National
Security Industrial Association, 1987). Other advantages of using op-
erational equipment include:

* Cost savings,
* Better training on actual equipment, and

* Testing of the capabilities of the operational systems.

Distributed wargaming could provide year-round training exercises
for reservists that would enhance the readiness of reserve or national
guard forces.

DWS for Combat Modeling

The ability to execute models from various locations can promote a
more gregarious exchange of models, including both mature products
and those still in development. Mature distributed warfare simula-
tion systems could ease the availability of models and databases con-
structed at facilities around the country or the world. Although there
are problems that need resolution prior to the realization of this
possibility, easy access to distributed models and databases could
have a profound impact on the way in which analyses are carried out.
The extremely high costs and long time delays associated with
building models or databases are a powerful disincentive to
conducting aspects of an analysis requiring modeling. When con-
fronted with the need for a new model, database, or analytic tool, the
analyst is faced with the prospect of developing it from scratch or im-
porting one from elsewhere. Both of these options require time and
manpower. The availability of a large distributed library of models
and databases could provide means for conducting analytic proce-

"5Note that this would involve two networks: the operational communications
network and the network associated with the game. Simulating the communications
network would not have the same virtues.

6Although this application holds the potential for providing important diagnostics
for the readiness of the C3 system, problems associated with effects on the operational
system must be addressed. These problems include allowing modification to the
operational system to connect it to the gaming system, tying up the operational equip-
ment during the game, and the danger of providing foreign countries with a rich source
of signals intelligence.
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dures that otherwise would not be possible. A DWS system could
provide access to:

"* Models built and maintained by various institutions,

"* Databases maintained at distributed locations,

"• Display and analysis software developed at other institutions,

"* Scenarios worked through in previous studies, and

"* Standard cases.

Distributed experts could interact on advanced DWS systems and
jointly work on a problem by simultaneously viewing the results of a
simulation run, greatly increasing the options for collaborative work.

Wide Access to Computing Facilities

For projects that require large amounts of computer time, distributed
simulation could provide speed-up through the exploitation of remote
computing facilities with idle resources.

DWS for Advanced C3 and Distributed Decision Support

In distributed games, commanders must solve joint problems from
separated locations, just as in wartime. The shared experience of
projected battles under various assumptions and options could be a
powerful means for geographically distributed commanders to do joint
planning. (Note that this requires fast running, believable models
that do not yet exist.) Distributed wargaming could be a useful plat-
form for the testing and evaluation of advanced designs for C3 capa-
bilities. The distributed gaming system could also be used to develop
and evaluate novel techniques to support distributed decisionmaking
such as video teleconferencing or interactive tactical maps (for exam-
ple, see Adelman et al., 1986).

DWS for Military Science

If DWS systems are to fulfill the promises listed here, the quality of
the underlying models must be better than any available today. Such
models, if they can be provided, would improve the state of military
science. (Indeed, military science must improve if they are to be
built.) Whereas the large potential audience for DWS systems could
provide the leverage to pay for the development of superior models,
validation issues must be confronted if this technology is to deliver on
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its promises. The recent application of DWS (and SIMNET in partic-
ular) to the recreation of battles such as 73 Easting (Adams, 1991;
Berry, 1991) is an important first step.

Future Innovations

The ability to conduct many more games, involving many more peo-
ple, more often, will facilitate applications and studies that were not
previously possible. This will provide a rich environment for creativ-
ity in devising distributed exercises and studies. It is likely that
among the most important applications will be some we do not now
anticipate.



3. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES IN DEVELOPING
DISTRIBUTED WARFARE SIMULATIONS

OVERVIEW OF THE TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

Consider the challenge inherent in the construction of a comprehen-
sive wargame: a virtual war of global scale, with every weapon sys-
tem and unit on earth represented, with player roles for every mem-
ber of the armed services, and with automated activity for every
entity lacking a human player.' Such an application would require
substantial computational and communications assets. Multiple geo-
graphically distributed computer centers along with adequate termi-
nal and display facilities would be required to support players.
Sufficient communications bandwidth would be needed to intercon-
nect all of the players and computers, and both land line and satellite
facilities would likely be involved.

A global wargaming capability would also require computer software
resources, including simulation models, databases, and software to
support communications, graphical displays, and other needs. This
software would necessarily be developed by different groups in differ-
ent locations, run on different geographically distributed computers,
and yet made to interact with minimal additional effort. The last fea-
ture is necessary if diverse organizations such as the various services
or the allies are to be easily drawn into joint gaming. A joint capabil-
ity requires software to be drawn from multiple sources and inte-
grated.

A global wargame also would require many human resources: play-
ers, controllers, and various support personnel. Although the prob-
lems of human resource management lie outside the scope of this re-
port, problems associated with the coordination of these personnel is
relevant. Initial experiences with distributed wargaming have gener-
ally used centralized controllers. iHowever, as the scope of games in-
creases, the need to coordinate a distributed control team as well as
the support personnel for the various distributed facilities will need to
be addressed. From a technical standpoint, these needs have implica-
tions for both software and telecommunications.

lWhether or not there is a need to conduct single games of global scope, a capability
sufficient to do so would be required to support frequent games of diverse character.

11
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SIMNET comes the closest of existing systems to having the capabili-
ties required for such a global wargame, so it is useful to consider
some of its technical characteristics. The SIMNET architecture is
based upon the use of parallel and distributed multiprocessing across
a network of high-speed multiprocessors in workstations, dataservers,
and embedded in simulators. Each processor maintains its own im-
age of the world and broadcasts update packets across the network as
appropriate. Consequently, the global simulation is the collection of
models and databases on the various processors connected to the sys-
tem. Both local area and long-haul networks are required to connect
the various processors, and the software for the system is developed
by different groups at different facilities. If we imagine extending the
SIMNET system to global scale, the requirements for telecommuni-
cations, parallel and distributed multiprocessing, and distributed de-
velopment will become correspondingly complex.

In the remainder of this section, various technical challenges are
considered in greater detail:

"* Telecommunications to distribute users and user interfaces,

"* Distributed models and databases,

"* Distributed development,

"* Technical standards for DWS, and

"* Improving the quality of the model.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TO DISTRIBUTE USERS
AND USER INTERFACES

Adequate telecommunications facilities are a constraint on the pace of
implementation of DWS systems. However, the enormous expansion
of available communications bandwidth that is under way (due in
great part to the deployment of fiber-optic cable) implies that
telecommunications will not be a significant barrier to DWS in the
longer term.

For unclassified gaming, Ti grade lines are now or will soon be avail-
able at minor cost throughout the industrialized world. Connectivity
to remote locations may require satellite links, which will be more
costly. Classified gaming may be somewhat more consti-ained because
of the need for secure communications. Realistic simulations of
weapons systems can convey classified information. Furthermore, if a
potential enemy were to examine the communications of players over
numerous distributed games, he could learn sensitive facts about the
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way we would conduct ourselves in a war. Consequently, communica-
tions will need to be encrypted, and it may be necessary to take steps
to prevent the examination of external features of message traffic as
well. 2 This subject merits study as distributed wargames become
more commonplace.

It may be desirable to conduct DWS communications over existing or
planned operational data links. Such an approach poses technical
difficulties, but could provide cost savings, secure communications,
and advantages connected with the use of operational equipment in
exercises.

The SIMNET system could in principle be run on any network that
offers the necessary features (in particular, connectionless data
transfer) and is sufficiently fast. At present, SIMNET runs across
ethernet local area networks.

Requirements for network response time vary depending on what is
being simulated. In a command-level exercise, delays of many min-
utes could be tolerated. However, aircraft pilots trying to fly simula-
tors in close formation would require response times of less than a
few tens of milliseconds. Response time requirements are not con-
straining for local area networks, but may impose limits on geograph-
ically distributed architectures relying on long-haul telecommunica-
tions. Transmitting by satellite channels, for example, imposes a
delay of a few hundred milliseconds. The amount of delay acceptable
to players varies greatly with the nature of the game. Such a delay
might be acceptable for SIMNET tactical simulations involving only
ground vehicles (Pope, 1989), but would be less compatible for simu-
lations involving fixed-wing aircraft.

Computer networking for distributed simulation requires not only the
physical interconnection of the various sites but also standard soft-
ware to mediate the details of message handling. Computer networks
are designed as a series of protocol layers, with each layer responsible
for some aspect of the network's operation (Tanenbaum, 1981b, Pope
and Miller, 1987). A basis for the description of network protocols is
the Reference Model of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) of the
International Standards Organization (ISO). This reference model
has seven protocol layers consisting of the physical link layer, data
link layer, network layer, transport layer, session layer, presentation

2 For example, spurious random messages could be transmitted during and between
games to obscure the profile of message traffic generated by the game activities. This
approach would increase the bandwidth requirement for the games, in that the
maximum needed bandwidth would be used constantly.
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layer, and applications layer. The ISO/OSI standard can serve as the
basis for defining a standard wargaming protocol for distributed
wargaming. Whereas the lower protocol layers can be adapted from
other applications, the upper layers, particularly the applications
layer (layer 7)3 will require careful definition if flexible interconnec-
tion of a wide range of facilities is to be supported (see discussion of
standards below),

DISTRIBUTED MODELS AND DATABASES

In principle, sufficient telecommunications capability alone would
suffice to provide distributed access for geographically distributed
users; however, more advanced DWS requirements will require dis-
tributing the computation and databases as well. Local computers
are necessary for advanced interactive graphical interfaces at the
various player sites. Local computation lowers communication costs
and improves response times by taking advantage of computer power
across the net. 4 Locating models and databases at the sites of the
appropriate support personnel can ease problems of model and
database maintenance.) Relaxing the requirement that a designated
computer center must be on line for the game to proceed can improve
system flexibility and robustness (although major exercises may still
require dedicated central nodes supporting scarce expertise).
Sufficient communications bandwidth also provides flexibility to allow
for the adaptation and tuning of the system architecture by system
designers and managers.

Compared with centralized systems, distributed simulations confront
increased system complexity. Support software must keep track of
the locations of all entities, make sure all data arrive at the correct
destinations, and ensure that the state of the computation across the
network is consistent. Without adequate support software, systems
that distribute computations and data can be much more difficult to
build and maintain. Potential benefits of distributing computation
include communications bandwidth reduction and increased system
flexibility.

3 The SIMNET protocol (Pope, 1989) is an example of an applications layer protocol.
4 Realizing this improvement in speed depends critically upon details of model

design and the nature of the support software. It should not be regarded as an
automatic virtue of distributed computation.

5 1t should be noted, however, that scattering support personnel that otherwise
would be centralized has its own inherent problems.
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The implementation of simulations that can be executed on dis-
tributed computers can be eased by the use of special languages sup-
porting distribution 6 or by distributed operating systems.7 Com-
mercial software to support distributed computation is now becoming
available.

Similarly, databases can be maintained at distributed locations (Ceri
and Pelagatti, 1984). Today, homogeneous distributed database man-
agement systems are commercial realities.8 Prototype implementa-
tions of distributed heterogeneous databases have been limited to
read-only systems. Research addressing distributed update mecha-
nisms are in progress (Breibart et al., 1987; Pu, 1987). Thus, applica-
tion of distributed databases to simulation is not off-the-shelf and will
require future development. Distributed database systems such as
IBM's R* (Lindsay, 1987) and distributed Ingres (Stonebreaker, 1979)
are among the first generation of homogeneous distributed databases.
Because of their homogeneity, they have not had to address many of
the challenges of distributed heterogeneous databases. In heteroge-
neous federated database systems, a collection of individual au-
tonomous database management systems (DBMS) agree to share
information and yet retain some amount of local control. This con-
figuration requires cooperation among data management systems
with differing data models, data definition and manipulation lan-
guages, transaction management, and internal data structures. An
important research area in distributed DBMS is concurrency control
of updates, which requires some means of synchronization among
distributed nodes. SIMNET handles this by having each node be an
object responsible for broadcasting its state change. Any node miss-
ing a broadcast maintains approximate consistency by dead reckoning
from previous data. The importance of continued distributed DBMS
research is evidenced not only by the recent growth in the field, but
also by the announcement by some DBMS vendors of distributed

6These techniques allow the modeler to construct the simulation model without the
details of how it is to be distributed (Bastani et al., 1987; Beckman et al.. 1988; Fox et
al.. 1988; Jefferson and Sowizral. 1982; Marti, 1988; Scott, 1986b. Unger and JelTerson,
1988: Wah and Juang, 1985).

7 Distributed operating systems (Berets et al.. 1985; LOCUS, 1984: Popek and
Walker, 1987; Scott. 1986a; Spector. 1981: Ward, 1980: Wulf et al., 19741 allow
programs on different machines to interact as though they were resident on the same
machine.

8 Homogeneous distributed database management systems are implemented using
identical hardware and software at all the nodes (distributed locations). The desire for
flexibility together with political and bureaucratic realities can imply the need for
heterogeneous distributed database management (i.e., computers from different
manufacturers).
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database products that include "gateways" to hcterogeneous systems
(Sarin, 1987).

DISTRIBUTED DEVELOPMENT

If comprehensive global-scale DWS systems are to be feasible, it will
be desirable for "pieces" of the systems (i.e., models of particular sub-
systems, scenario definitions, simulators, and visualization tools) to
be separately developed by different groups, at different locations,
and at various points in time. Consequently, the greatest contribu-
tions of DWS can be realized only if there is support for distributed
development and easy interoperability of simulation components.
Work is under way toward providing a general basis for distributed
development (Berets et al., 1985; Shatz and Wang, 1987), but a gen-
eral capability for distributed development of DWS systems will
require innovations in both the software engineering of the computer
programs and the science of military modeling.

Distributed development will require meeting several significant
challenges, but it will also provide important benefits. The process of
constructing models is often driven by the interests of particular in-
stitutions, and models reflect the predispositions and attitudes of
their developers. The use and promotion of particular models often
become rather partisan. The ability to construct composite systems
from preexisting subcomponents could provide options for dealing
with such parochialism and promoting widespread participation in
distributed wargaming. Even when parochialism is not an issue,
there is a frequent desire to combine submodels with particular char-
acteristics for specific games or analyses. Additionally, the ability to
easily adapt pieces of models could result in substantial reductions in
costs and improvements in quality through the reuse of model compo-
nents.9

Distributed development would be a noteworthy advance even if the
simulation itself were not distributed. However, because distributed
development and distributed wargaming have similar overall goals,
distributed development can quite properly be thought of as a long-
term continuation in the development of DWS capabilities.

Unfortunately, a general capability for distributed development is
technically difficult, especially when it involves the retrofitting of

9 Such a capability does not now exist. Past attempts at such integration have failed
because of problems of focus, inadequate software tools, and the lack of a variable
resolution design.
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models that were developed for different purposes. On occasion, sep-
arately developed models have been successfully combined, but only
by extensive reprogramming and other labor-intensive practices.
Such "siege" tactics will not be cost effective for general purposes and
cannot succeed for systems above a certain level of complexity. Easy
integration of submodels that were separately developed requires the
a priori existence of technical support for the integration process.
This is especially true when the integration must combine model3
that operate at various levels of aggregation.

In SIMNET, distributed development is promoted through the speci-
fication of a network protocol (Pope, 1989), a specification for
database interchange (Wever et aL., 1989), and by reliance on the
grounding of all simulated objects in the "physics" of individual vehi-
cles and their activities (such as exchanging fire). Such a shared
conceptual model provides an assist in coordinating the efforts of dis-
tributed development activities. Shared frameworks are less avail-
able for more aggregated modeling (such as constructing semi-auto-
mated forces).

The barriers to distributed model development are closely related to a
number of other problems in the science of simulation modeling.
These barriers arise because there are unstated assumptions that lie
behind the surface behavior of the model. Because the semantics of
models are not explicitly represented, integrating two pree^isting
models can be extremely difficult. Even after syntactic conflicts have
been resolved, there may remain difficult-to-detect conflicts between
the meanings of the submodels.

The process of model integration can be divided into three stages:"'

1. Making the models work together. This is the stage of resolving
syntactic conflicts between the models.

2. Making the models work together correctly. This is the stage of
resolving semantic contradictions between the models.

3. Making the models work together understandably. This involves
ensuring that the semantic relationship between entities in
different models can be traced without prohibitive complexitv.

10 1n actual practice, these are not necessarily sequential stages but rather different
aspects of the problem of model integration. The ordering here represents increasing
levels of difficulty and will often be reflected in the order in which these problems arc
resolved.
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The importance of stage three is often overlooked. The usefulness of a
simulation model is greatly diminished if the causal relationships in a
model run cannot be understood. Analytic use of simulation obviously
requires understanding model outputs. Such understanding is also
very important for training. Without it, one of the great advantages
of nonscripted games is lost. The biggest opportunity for learning oc-
curs when a player is surprised. Unless unexpected outcomes can be
understood, the players may either ignore or reject those outcomes as
unrealistic, or worse yet may take away false lessons learned because
unrealistic results are not recognized. Although initial encounters
with computer-driven wargames are often exciting for participants,
we must anticipate that as such games become commonplace, the ex-
pectations of quality and understandability for those simulations will
rapidly increase. The systems we build must be designed to meet
those expectations if the full potential -^ -',e technology is to be real-
ized.

To make the three stage. of model integration more explicit, consider
an example combining an air model and a ground model from differ-
ent sources to create an air-land battle -mulation.

In the first stage, the various interfaces between the models must be
made to correspond. This may involve changes as trivial as spelling
differences (CAS sorties vs. air strikes) or as difficult as resolving
differences in resolution (one model might be hex based while the
other uses avenues of approach). This stage is relatively easy in that
by definition any model differences resolved here were explicitly rep-
resented. Until problems of this type are resolved, the models will
not run together at all, or will produce some outputs that are clearly
nonsensical. I I

Problems of the second kind are more difficult to detect in that the
combined models may produce results that look generally, plausible
but are nonetheless wrong. Again, there is a range in the difficulty of
these problems. An example of a relatively easy semantic mismatch
would be a difference in units of measurement. One model might
produce a number in units of miles whereas the other expects it to be
in kilometers. Or more subtly, the air model might consider weapons
load to quantify' all weapons, whereas the ground model uses it to
mean air-to-ground weapons only'. More difficult problems occur
when the semantic conflict reflects differing assumptions, sn that the
differences do not attach to any particular item in either model. For

I'The results may not he nonsensical for all cases. however, which can create
difficuhty.
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example, the air model may have been developed for analyses of the
air war and its impact on the ground war, tacitly assuming away any
scenario in which the progress of the ground campaign affects that in
the air. With no explicit interface or submodel to trigger examina-
tion, the lack of a routine to deal with this on the air model side might
not be noticed until a game in which an air base, overrun by enemy
forces, continues to generate missions. The most difficult problems of
this class reflect differences in philosophy behind the modeling ef-
forts, and may be hard to detect without extensive understanding of
all the models involved. For example, the air model may allocate
close air support under an assumption that NATO will defend for-
ward until enemy breakthrough is imminent. If the ground model
contains parameters presuming more flexible tactics, the model out-
puts may be plausible for all scenarios, but fundamentally invalid.

Problems of the third class are often ignored, but if unresolved can
seriously reduce the usefulness of the resulting model. Model out-
puts, even when correct, are much less useful if the user is unable to
investigate why they occurred. 12 For example, consider a run of an
air model that shows Blue exhausting high-technology munitions on
D+20 and Red achieving a breakthrough on D+24. To what extent
did the first event cause the second? This question may be partially
addressed by making additional model runs, but real understanding
requires examining the histories of various model attributes, which
may mediate effects between the two. If the means by which the user
can make such an examination and the nature of the representations
internal to the two submodels are such that understanding is im-
peded, then the usefulness of the joint model is greatly diminished.
This is true even if the integrated model is a valid representation of
the real world.

The foregoing gives an indication of the depth of the problems that
need to be addressed to support the integration of separately devel-
oped models. These problems are sufficiently difficult that the
retrofitting of existing models that were not designed to be interfaced
can be undertaken only on a case-by-case basis, with large invest-
ments of manpower and potential shortfalls in model quality.
Similarly, no technology exists that can guarantee the interoperahil-
ity of arbitrary models.

12 0f course, it's all in the computer so in principle any such question could be
answered. However, if the level of effort required to do so limits the number of such
questions that may be feasibly addressed, then the users will not be motivated to ask
them.
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However, distributed software development routinely takes place in
which there is a preexisting global architecture and well-defined in-
terfaces between the pieces that are to be developed separately. A
trivial example is the utility of software tools such as compilers, stan-
dard graphics packages, and so forth. Such tools succeed because in
addition to the software itself, there is a strong model of relationship
among software components and an explicit specification for the in-
terfaces between the parts, in the form of language reference manuals
or other documentation. The advantages of this sort of decomposition
have not accrued for arbitrary simulation submodels because of the
enormous variety of possible models and interfaces. However, for re-
stricted domains with regular structure and large amounts of model-
ing activity, such compartmentalization may be possible, and may
provide real benefits in supporting software reuse and distributed de-
velopment, as well as improving model comprehensibility even when
development is centralized.

Warfare simulation has characteristics that make it a likely candi-
date for standard architectures and interfaces.'" Consider the rep-
resentation used by SIMNET. The intention is to facilitate "natural"
interaction between software modules by representing combat at the
level of vehicles using an object-oriented representation. This ap-
proach does avoid many problems associated with more abstract
representations. Nonetheless, no approach, including this one, can
completely avoid modeling problems associated with distributed
development. A system designed to capture weapon-on-weapon
interactions might require revisions to existing objects to add in the
effects of electromagnetic pulse or other unanticipated area weapons.
Further, the need to add objects at other levels of resolution (such as
semi-automated forces) may always arise in general-purpose systems.

It is generally true that mapping between representations at different
levels of resolution requires that specific modeling assumptions be
made. Consequently, distributed systems involving models at differ-
ing levels of aggregation will be challenging to validate, and will typi-
cally be valid only for limited ranges of state. (Different states may
require different aggregation and disaggregation functions.) It is im-

"1'Warfare simulation has a strong underlying conceptual model created by military
doctrine. Thus, simulation models that differ widely in implementation may have
numerous parallels (i.e., they all distinguish between defensive counter-air, offensive
counter-air, close air support, and deep strikes). A standard architecture would be a
formalization (and extension) of the common conceptual model. (An example of a model
architecture that has been successfully used for multiple models may be found in Allen
and Wilson, 1987.
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portant not to underestimate the modeling difficulties inherent in the
more advanced DWS concepts.

STANDARDS FOR MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Reliable integration of separately developed submodels requires
agreed upon structures that constrain the separate development ef-
forts. Such agreed-upon structures would constitute standard specifi-
cations for warfare simulation models. Standards would do more
than facilitate distributed development in that they could enhance
the correctness and understandability of warfare simulation models
in general. Devising and promulgating such standards is not an easy
task, but the payoff is large. Partial success would be worthwhile,
and there is a wealth of software engineering experience that has
been little exploited by the modeling community.14 At least three
types of standards could prove useful:

" Standard Conceptual Models. Submodels sharing an overall
conceptual model will be much easier to integrate than would oth-
erwise be true. Models generally will be easier to understand,
maintain, and validate if there is an explicit conceptual model cre-
ated prior to implementation. A conceptual model would cover
such details as model partitioning, submodel interfaces, and model-
ing assumptions. Developing an adequate standard for expressing
such conceptual models will require experimentation, but the tech-
nical literature provides possible approaches (Berry, 1984; Berry
and Berry, 1984; Britton et al., 1981; Hansen, 1973; Hill and van
Cleemput, 1979; Parnas, 1979).

"* Standard Software Practices. Further benefits are possible by
coordinating distributed implementation efforts. Coordination can
be achieved through standard tools, standard languages, graphics
standards, and explicit model interfaces (which could beixpressed
as Ada package specifications [Berry, 19841 or standard data dic-
tionaries).

" Standards for Model Descriptions. Aside from technical stan-
dards, the community also needs a standard format for readable
(by humans) descriptions of the inner workings, modeling assump-
tions, and underlying philosophy of models. Such a standard

14Much of the progress in software engineering since the early 1970s has not had
much impact on the building of military simulations. Adoption of modern software
practices would be beneficial on its own merits and is critical if distributed simulation
is to be a viable long-term option.
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would promote effective documentation, support model revision
and interfacing, and ease the problems of understanding different
combat simulations. At present there is a vague community ethic
that one should document one's work. However, the lack of
specification of what such documentation should look like
undermines the ability to ensure that adequate documentation is
generated or to compare documentation for different models. In
addition to easing the interfacing and maintenance of models, a
standard format for documentation could enhance the quality of
models by easing the process of peer review. Peer review of models
seldom occurs at present, a peculiar state of affairs given the
tremendous importance of warfare simulation modeling.15

The development of standards of this sort must be regarded as a re-
search issue with large potential benefits.

No matter what framework is used for the definition of a standard,
there will be a need to gain experience from trial efforts before com-
mitting to any particular proposal. Too aggressive a standard,
adopted too soon, can be worse than no standard at all. The worst
case would be a standard devised by a committee, imposed bureau-
cratically, that handcuffs implementors who know better and severely
impairs the quality of models. To avoid foolish, immature standards,
it is necessary to adopt an incremental approach. Early standards
should be modest, and be subjected to testing and redesign before
they are extended to become more comprehensive.

Once a standard has been designed and approved, its use must be
promoted and in some cases imposed. It must be anticipated that
there will be resistance by members of the technical community who
perceive the imposition of standards as a loss of freedom. However,
as with any standardization effort, if a well-designed standard begins
to be accepted, the benefits from using the standard far outweigh the
constraints it imposes. Immature standards must not be imposed on
modelers and adequate experimentation with standards must be sup-
ported, so that a mature standard can evolve.

There are other means by which a standard can be promoted other
than bureaucratic fiat. An interesting possibility is the use of simu-
lation shells. A simulation shell provides a software toolkit with tools

151t seems likely that this problem is due as much to political factors as technical
ones. Here, as with many problems mentioned in this report, the potential of
distributed simulation to force improvements in combat modeling may be one of its
greatest virtues.
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that ease the simulation-building process. The shell could also en-
courage the use of modeling standards. By incorporating the stan-
dards in a toolkit, the shell by itself can be a de facto standard. If the
shell is useful on its own merits, it could promote a standard by mak-
ing compliance automatic.

Alternatively, a standard could be agreed upon by a small consortium
of interested agencies. Should their approach be successful, partici-
pation would increase as others adopt the standard. As standards
gain popularity, the benefits of adherence grow as well. This can re-
sult in a snowball effect once the first wave of converts is won over.

QUALITY OF MODELS

Distributed simulation can increase the effect of warfare simulation,
but the value of warfare simulation (whether distributed or not) is
critically dependent on the quality of the underlying simulation mod-
els. There are numerous problems with existing simulation models
and with the techniques of combat modeling generally. Problems in-
clude:

"* Inadequate verification and validation of models,

"* Insufficient sensitivity analysis,

"* Poor comprehensibility of model runs,

"* Poor visibility of modeling details and underlying assumptions,

"* Unsatisfactory representation of difficult phenomena (e.g., fric-
tional effects in warfare), and

"* Poor understanding of issues in variable resolution modeling.

These problems must be addressed if a broad range of distributed
warfare simulations is to be developed and understood. In fact, the
quality of models is fundamental whether simulation is distributed or
not. It can be argued that focusing on distributed warfare simulation
is missing the central point, which is a general need to improve the
quality of warfare simulation in a variety of ways. However, if dis-
tributed warfare simulation proves to be a goal around which signifi-
cant support can be marshaled, it can serve as a rallying point for ad-
dressing broader problems that affect warfare simulations.



4. INCREMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

Perhaps one day there will be a comprehensive distributed warfare
system of global scope, supporting continuous exercises of personnel
from all the services, on a variety of simulated weapons, both real and
proposed. Should that day come, it is certain that the global DWS
system will not have been constructed in one piece and left un-
changed. Incremental construction and evolving capabilities are both
more realistic, and more desirable. The next question is how to in-
crementally develop a capability for distributed warfare simulation.
There are several reasons why a long-term distributed warfare simu-
lation capability must be acquired incrementally:

"* Some technologies may become relevant but are as yet immature,

"* Experience in distributed applications will redefine requirements,
and

"* Fiscal constraints may dictate spreading the investment over a
number of years.

The incremental implementation of the capability has associated with
it two principal issues:

" Providing adequate support for long-term development as well as
nearer-term applications, and

" Promoting coordination between research and development efforts
targeted at various time horizons.

If most of the potential benefits discussed in Section 2 are to be real-
ized, it is important that long-term research and development be pur-
sued along with near-term applications. Incremental development of
the long-term capability can be achieved through progressively more
challenging applications, with the products of research and prototype
development feeding in smoothly as they become ready.

Ideally, the various efforts should be pursued in a coordinated fash-
ion-making longer-term development relevant to the applications of
interest and pursuing near-term objectives in a fashion that maxi-
mizes contribution to long-term goals.

Regarding the latter point, it is especially important not to freeze in
bad design choices through sunk costs. Long-term design issues must

24
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be confronted in the development of near-term applications. Unless
near-term efforts are guided by long-term intentions, much of the
capital invested in near-term projects will not advance long-term
goals. Thus, the design of longer-term systems should be pursued in
parallel to near-term development.

This design or vision should be shared across as large a portion of the
community of developers as possible. Lack of shared design can lead
to a "bottom-up" design process, in which various pieces of the ulti-
mate system are developed separately and must later be integrated.
This integration step can be difficult if the various pieces have not
been designed to work together.

In the remainder of this section, we describe various aspects of a hy-
pothetical long-term effort to develop a capability for distributed war-
fare simulation. This effort consists of the following activities:

* Development of specifications and high-level design,

* Near-term applications,

* Development of engineering prototypes,

* Research to support long-term needs, and

* Community building activities.

In the ideal program, all of these components would be strongly inter-
connected, with research efforts being guided by the problems experi-
enced in applications and with new technology being incorporated
whenever it is ready. Achieving this sort of coordination will require
better definition of managerial responsibility for the general effort.
Along with strong management, communication and understanding
must be promoted among the community of developers.

SPECIFICATIONS, HIGH-LEVEL DESIGNS, AND MEASURES
OF EFFECTIVENESS

If the efforts of the developmental community are to be coordinated, a
central need is to build a vision of the system that we would like to
construct. This vision must reflect both users' needs and technologi-
cal capabilities. Several activities should be promoted in this regard:

Functional specifications. Efforts to examine design options for
future systems are greatly impaired by the lack of concrete specifi-
cations of users' needs. Ideally, what sort of exercises would be
run, how often, and with what training audience? How are these
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needs prioritized? These questions need to be answered to assess
cost/benefit ratios and to evaluate possible designs.

"* Long-term plan. A plan to incrementally meet the needs of the
user community will take the form of a series of target systems,
each incrementally more advanced.

"* High-level design. Each target system can be specified by means
of a high-level design that would identify major system components
and specify the characteristics those components would have. The
design of the eventual system will be much more detailed and
possibly revised in some places. Nonetheless, an existing high-level
design for future systems can influence the detailed design of near-
term systems, orient research efforts, and provide specifications for
prototype development efforts.

"* Standards. Because standardization is difficult, although crucial
to many long-term interests, the incremental development and
adoption of standards should be encouraged. Initial standards will
be experimental and limited. Experience gained from initial efforts
should allow later versions to be more comprehensive.

"* Measures of effectiveness (MOEs). For experience gained from
earlier implementations to be incorporated in later generations it is
useful to develop means for assessing where the system is success-
ful and where it fails to provide desired features. (In a distributed
development effort, it may also be necessary to decide a priori who
will make this assessment.,)

APPLICATIONS

In the process of pursuing applications, opportunities exist to support
the other phases of the general DWS effort:

" Where possible, make all development work on applications consis-
tent with longer-term designc-. The importance of this is directly
proportional to the amount of resources being invested. If a large
effort is being undertaken, it should contribute to both long-term
and short-term goals.

"• Use proposed standards as they become available.

"* Provide input to longer-term efforts by means of lessons learned.
For example, the interface standards development could be facili-
tated by documenting problems that arise in the process of inte-
grating separately developed models.
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Encourage coordination among various agencies (as well as push-
ing the state of the art) through an aggressive joint application.

DEVELOPMENT OF ENGINEERING PROTOTYPES

Technology transfer is difficult in systems supporting ongoing games,
since major modifications negatively affect reliability and jeopardiz-
ing important exercises constitutes an unacceptable risk. These prob-
lems can be avoided by developing engineering prototypes containing
advanced features. Longer time lines associated with development
efforts allow for good design standards (i.e., flexibility, under-
standability, modifiability). Testing and reimplementation of these
prototypes permits "working the bugs out" prior to releasing the sys-
tem for general use. Because these prototype systems address real
problems, not scaled-down pieces such as may be required for re-
search, they allow technologies that are near maturity to be tested
and refined.

If DWS systems are built using a layered architecture, it will seldom
be necessary to build a prototype system entirely from scratch.
Instead, lower layers of the existing architecture can be used in a pro-
totype that is modifying higher levels. Thus, if early implementation
incorporates a design for a telecommunications architecture with suf-
ficient upward compatibility, there eventually could arise a general
DWS network, partitioned into segments in which games for different
purposes (including experimental development) could be pursued.

Such a network would initially take the form of a distributed testbed
facility. Such a facility could be implemented around existing insti-
tutions by providing communications links, support software, and
standards that would allow all of the nodes (participating institu-
tions) to work together. A testbed would support communications
between developers, distributed development of prototype systems,
and distributed testing and evaluation of prototype systems. An al-
ternative approach would be to augment the training capabilities of
operational combat data systems (as the Navy has considered doing
with AEGIS).

COMMUNITY BUILDING

The use of simulation models for analysis and gaming of military con-
flicts is a technology in which the community of expertise is poorly co-
ordinated and has few means for communication and discussion.
Problems that are serious in any case must be resolved if progress is
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to be made toward DWS. Options for promoting communication and
coordination include:

"Scientific committees to specify warfare simulation stan-
dards. Even if time is required to produce mature standards,
committees can promote thinking about the problem and serve as a
vehicle for communication among representatives of various seg-
ments of the community. Such committees are prone to be political
and particular standards efforts may fail. Initial efforts should be
viewed as experimental, and successful standards may require
multiple iterations.

"Workshops and conferences. The workshop on distributed war-
fare simulation demonstrated the enormous need the community
has fo, c. aims in which to exchange views about the various prob-
lerr c-, rfronting it. Support for additional conferences of this sort,
including some aimed at a wider array of topics, would serve a good
purpose.

" Journals and textbooks. This field is sadly lacking in channels
to communicate results. We need professional journals and text-
books for combat modeling.

" Peer review. Opportunities for peer review of models need to be
created. At present there are few opportunities for professional
appraisal of the technical merits of new work.

" Executive working groups. Numerous agencies may support
the development of distributed warfare simulations. Executive
committees could devise means of promoting coordination, and
thus avoid conflict, duplication of effort, or incompatibilities of sys-
tems that may eventually be merged.
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